
MATI505-05 22F Quiz 7 Print Name (Last, First) 
Show all work, including mental steps. in a elearly organized way that speaks for itsclf. Use proper 
mathematical notation, IDENTIFYING expressions by their proper symbols (introducing them if necessary), 
and use EQUAL SIGNS and arrows when appropriate. Always SIMPLIFY cxpressions. BOX final short 
answers. LABEL parts of problem. Keep answers iXACT (but give decimal approximalions for interpretation 
when appropriate). Indicate where technology is used and what type (Maple, GC). INDICATE where 
technology is used and what type (Maple. GC). Only use technology to CHECK hand calculations, not 

substitute for thenm. 

x 1. The tunetion f(r) =xe*2 0, 0x <o, k >0 
can be made into a probability distribution p(x) by dividing by its integral over this semi-infinite interval. You 

may assume that any polynomial times the exponential has a limit of zero at infinity in evaluating improper 
integral limits. To check improper integrals using Maple directly you must:> assume (k > 0). 
a) Evaluate its integral (using Maple for the antiderivative and evaluating the improper integral limit) and state 

P(X). 
b) Evaluate the mean value u for this probability distribution as a function of k and re-express the distribution in 

tems of it. 

Now proceed with the "standard" such distribution with unit mean setting =1 for the rest of this problem, 
equivalent to measuring x in units of the mean. 
c) Find the value of x =x,where the peak occurs exactly using calculus. 

max 

d) Evaluate the probability that the variable x assumes a value less than the peak value. 

e) Evaluate the median x =m by using Maple to solve the equation P(x) dx= numericaly and give the 

0 

value to 4 decimal places. 

lustrate this by making a rough sketch for the standard distribution and marking offxae m on the graph 

by vertical lines from the horizontal axis up to the graph of p (x). Label each such value by its decimal value at 
the coresponding location on the horizontal axis. 

g) optional 
Evaluate the standard deviation ((x - u)) for the standard probability distribution (u=1) numerically and 

mark off1- o, 1 +o on the same axis to indicate the values within one standard deviation of the mean. 

solution 

a) Xedx = lim RXt1)e 
- 2x 

px) f =| k2x e 
/e2 

bA x ptodx=Re dx im (et2R+ z)e* 
t 

n(o+ 2)e°- RREZet1 2) | 

= P(x)= 4xe* 
-2x - 2x/M 

p(x) 4 Xe 

c0 p(x) 
= 4(1¬"2x +xe-2)) = 4e(1-2)- X=|ha Xa 

d) P(0x Ymax) = 4Xe d-(2x+)E = (0HDe-(\t)e 

=1-2e *0,2642) 
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